By combining multiple machining operations such as milling and turning in a single machine, multiple-function machine tools reduce the number of setups required to process parts. Saving a considerable amount of time in the overall process, it also reduces positioning errors possible in multiple setups. One machine is able to do the work of multiple, separate machines. The cost comparison of multiple simpler machines, each with an operator, to a multi-function machine can be highly positive in favor of the more advanced machine.

However, multi-function machines make extra demands on CNC programming, postprocessing and part program validation in order to make the most of these more challenging machines. Mastering this complexity is key to achieving the additional levels of productivity and realizing an effective return on investment.

This paper discusses ways to address some of the key challenges in programming and utilizing complex multi-function machines with the latest CAM and simulation software.
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Introduction

More and more companies are looking at multi-function machines, realizing they can combine multiple manufacturing steps into a single machine with a single setup. This consolidation can often achieve substantial financial savings by reducing overhead costs and increasing productivity.

It can be a challenge to generate a computer numerical control (CNC) program for a machine tool that has multiple machining devices with combinations of milling heads and turning turrets. These machines may have live tooling in a turret and may just as easily have a turning tool in a multi-axis head. They can often handle multiple workpiece positions such as two lathe spindles that can also be programmed as milling rotary tables and which can allow an in-process part to be transferred from one work-holding position to another. Seven or more programmable axes that are operational within a fairly limited work envelope are not uncommon, with machine tool components passing within very close proximity to each other.

To maximize the benefits, it is desirable to have multiple cutting tools simultaneously removing material. Simultaneous and synchronized cutting becomes even more challenging as cutting tools can often reach more than one part location or spindle at a time. Keeping track of the current state of the workpiece between cutting operations, as well as from spindle to spindle, can be critical for generating efficient cutter paths.

A separate G-code program is also usually required for each machining device (sometimes referred to as a programming channel). There is a separate coordinate system for main and sub spindle adding to the programming and postprocessing complexity. Putting this all together on the shop floor for a first run or prove out can take a significant amount of time. And time spent testing is time not cutting metal.

In the following sections we will consider some of the possible ways to address these challenges to take advantage of these highly productive machine tools. We will illustrate the solutions with examples from the Siemens NX™ CAM system and the Siemens Virtual Machine, but the general principles apply to whatever system or technology is being used to prepare jobs for these advanced machine tools.
Programming multi-function machines

CAM processors for multi-function machines

Multi-function machines cover a wide range of possible configurations. Clearly a CAM system needs to offer the range of capabilities available on the machine in one software package. Thus a milling CAM system won’t be of much use if the machine offers milling and turning on the same machine – as many do. Depending on the machine configuration, programs might require any combination of turning, 3-axis milling, 3+2 positional milling and full 5-axis milling. Even prismatic parts can require this more complex level of processing on a mill-turn machine tool.

Figure 1: These complex mill-turns can have a lower turret and an upper turret or a B-axis head which can handle turning and milling operations on both the main and an optional sub spindle.

Synchronized tool paths

On multi-function machines one workpiece is often addressed by more than one cutting tool at the same time, say in a pinch turning mode with turning tools tracking on the one part from a lower turret and a top head (or turret). Or completely different and independent operations may be performed by the different heads or turrets on the same or different spindles. In each case the synchronization between each operation becomes critical. In simple cases, it may be sufficient to time one operation to begin on one of the machine’s channels at the same time another operation ends (or begins) on a different channel. This can be accomplished by operation-level synchronization. However, maximum productivity might be achieved by timing different motion channels at a finer level, so that one operation begins on one of the machine’s channels at the point when another operation is partially complete. This would require synchronization at the G-code level.

One way to address this is to see the intended CNC code for the multiple device channels displayed in parallel and add codes called synchronization codes or marks into the code stream. With the Synchronization Manager in NX CAM from Siemens PLM Software, the CNC programmer can insert...
synchronization events and/or dwell events in the graphical display. At any point, the user can step through or play the simulation to see where the various multi-function machine components are going to be at any given time in the CNC program and make necessary adjustments to optimize the machine utilization. In some cases it is possible to place the synchronization codes into a CNC program at the operation level. For fine control the codes need to checked (and possibly adjusted) in the display of G-code for each parallel channel. To work with the G-code output of the postprocessor is a key issue for successful programming of multi-function machine tools.

G-code driven machining simulation

Unless the detailed synchronization at the G-code level is to be done outside of the CAM programming system as a separate and later task, it is necessary to have direct access to a view of the postprocessor output code (the “G-code”) while using the synchronization application. This can be difficult if the postprocessor is a separate application or not tightly integrated within the CAM software.

The immediate access to an integrated postprocessor also allows the CAM system to offer machine tool simulation that’s driven off of the output from the postprocessor and not from the internal tool path data. Machine simulations of the internal tool path are useful for basic checking and provide some level of confidence, but some CAM systems can additionally offer simulation driven by the postprocessed output. Especially on advanced multi-function machines, simulation is important, and the availability of G-code driven simulation makes sure that the effects of postprocessing are included and accounted for.

Postprocessing

Postprocessing is a critical element of the multi-function machine tool programming solution. Such a machine can often require multiple postprocessor functions to address the various combinations of milling and turning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Main spindle</th>
<th>Subspindle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper turret milling</td>
<td>Post-1</td>
<td>Post-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper turret milling</td>
<td>Post-3</td>
<td>Post-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower turret milling</td>
<td>Post-1</td>
<td>Post-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower turret milling</td>
<td>Post-3</td>
<td>Post-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: A system of individual postprocessors for particular methods or devices can be automatically connected into a linked postprocessor.

One approach is to create one large postprocessor that strings the entire set together. The challenge with this approach is that the one postprocessor is very complex, hard to write and even harder for someone else to edit. Another method is to arrange a system of postprocessors – one for each key function
and device – and then connect these with a “link postprocessor”. The result is a logical structure that is easier to develop and edit later. Each linked postprocessor is associated with a particular device or method and the system takes care of selecting the correct postprocessor automatically.

In-process workpiece

In order to eliminate time wasted “cutting air”, a CAM system needs to manage the state of the in-process workpiece (IPW) from one operation to the next. As material from the workpiece is removed by a tool path, the result becomes the blank for the next operation. Cutting tools can then be driven to safely approach the part in rapid mode to within a predefined minimum clear distance before switching into a feed rate. In these complex multi-function machines with multiple work-holding positions there is a need to transfer the in-process workpiece definition from one location to another, say from the main spindle to the sub spindle. The machining operations performed on the workpiece in the main spindle, becomes the blank for the workpiece on the sub spindle.

Coordinate systems

When working with multi-function machines, it is important to be able to select the most appropriate or useful coordinate system for each set of operations. Being able to arrange a separate coordinate system for each device in the CAM setup can make it easier to program and much easier to edit and debug the CNC programs. While creating an operation, the programmer then simply chooses the correct device and each will have its own machining coordinate system (MCS) for its respective program zero.

Programming or production – Not wasting machine time

Highly skilled machinists with very detailed knowledge can and do prepare very efficient part programs right at the machine tool using the controller interface. However, this means that the machine itself can become a part of the programming and debugging system so that it ties up the machine while being programmed. But programs prepared in CAM systems are also typically validated at the machine tool, and the setup work for each new job is another lengthy task that takes up machine time.

One way to overcome this challenge is to use a virtual machine – a functional copy of the real machine tool and its controller that runs only in software, but is more complete and accurate than a typical machining simulation system. The idea is that the virtual machine can behave just like the real one – its 3D model of the machine, workpiece, tooling and any work-holding devices, are driven on the computer screen by software from the real controller.

In the Siemens PLM Software Virtual Machine, the core controller software from the Siemens SINUMERIK controller is built right into this advanced simulation system. The motion control software (drives, acceleration curves, etc.) and the user interface software (menus, dialogues and onscreen selection buttons) from the Siemens SINUMERIK controller provide simulation of the machining process that’s as close to reality as one could need for editing and checking CNC part programs.
Users of the virtual machine report up to 90% reductions in machine setup time – which of course can translate into more time for the machine to cut metal and make money.

Figure 7: Machinists can verify NC programs and machine setup for the next job by using the virtual machine without tying up the physical machine tool.
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